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Abstract
In this paper, the reflectivity of coolants is studied to
design an RF window to VEDs in the megawatt-class
operating regime. Two coolants ethylene glycol (EG) and
FC-75 are investigated to design a 10 GHz RF window
for megawatt-class operation. EG and FC-75 are
employed in between two dielectric discs of aluminum
nitride (AlN). Modeling and Electromagnetic study of RF
windows with coolants are studied using finite integration
technique based 3D simulation tool CST microwave
studio. RF propagation characteristics study of RF
window (EG) predicts S11 of -19 dB and S21 of -3 dB
while RF window with FC-75 possesses S11 of -30 dB and
S21 of -0.07 dB.

1 Introduction
From a particle accelerator to fusion reactor, a vacuum
electron device (VED) is needed which generates
megawatt of RF power using the high electron mobility in
a vacuum [1]. In addition to maintaining vacuum, an RF
window provides maximum transmission of RF power
with minimum reflections [2]. Design of RF window has
been discussed [3] and different variant of RF window has
been investigated to improve the bandwidth capabilities
[4-5]. Multi disc RF window is designed and developed to
achieve wide bandwidth [4]. Similarly Brewster RF
window provides wide bandwidth of 50 GHz for gyrotron
oscillators [5]. In recent study a multi disc RF window is
designed to provide transmission over entire X-band for
megawatt class gyro-twystron amplifier [6]. However
bandwidth enhancement scheme is not significant for
VEDs which are employed for particle accelerators [7].
A hybrid gyrotron amplifier designed to deliver 25 MW
of RF power at 10 GHz [8]. A cooling mechanism is
required to support high power operation over the long
pulse duration [3]. Surface coolant is most effective
cooling
technique;
therefore
electromagnetic
compatibility of a coolant is needed to investigate.
Dielectric properties of ethylene glycol is investigated by
R. J. Sengwa in 2003 [9]. In this paper we have studied
RF propagation behavior of coolants to design 10 GHz RF
window. The design calculation and modeling of RF
window is discussed in section 2. EM simulation of
double disc RF window is discussed in section 3.

2 Modeling and Simulation
RF window with the surface coolants are modelled using
CST microwave studio. Copper annealed is chosen to
create metallic cylinder and inner discs are created by
dielectrics. The material and thickness of disc is chosen to
provide zero reflectivity at desired frequency. In similar
manner coolants applied for surface cooling of RF
window should also possess zero reflectivity. Two
coolants FC-75 and Ethylene glycol are applied between
the dielectric discs of AlN and Quartz, respectively, with
common design goal to achieve the zero reflectivity at 10
GHz. CST model of RF window with EG and FC-75 are
shown in Fig.1 (a) and (b) respectively. Dimensions of
dielectric discs and coolants are optimized to design 10
GHz RF window as shown in Table 1.
TABLE 1

THEORETICAL DESIGN PARAMETERS OF 10 GHZ RF
WINDOW WITH COOLANTS

Parameters
Values
RF window with Ethylene Glycol
The thickness of Quartz discs
3.35 mm
the dielectric constant of Quartz
3.8
The thickness of Ethylene Glycol
0.9 mm
The dielectric constant of Ethylene Glycol 7
The Loss tangent of Ethylene Glycol
0.8
RF window with FC-75
The thickness of Alumina Nitride discs
5 mm
the dielectric constant of Aluminum nitride 9.05
The thickness of FC-75
6 mm
The dielectric constant of FC-75
1.85
The Loss tangent of FC-75
0.01

Figure 1. CST model of EG and FC-75

based RF window, FC-75 RF window possess S11 of -30
dB and S21 of is near to -0.05 dB.

4 Conclusion

Figure 2. RF wave propagation and its absorption in EG
double disc RF window

Obtained scattering parameters with their electric field
confinements confirms that FC-75 have better RF
propagation characteristics and Ethylene glycol shows
absorptive nature. Since these coolants are widely
employed in high power VEDs, therefore the authors
would hope that present study on coolants for RF window
will help the researchers.
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